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Abstract
This paper presents a method for gen-
erating Wikipedia articles in the Hindi
language automatically, using Wikidata
as a knowledge base. Our method ex-
tracts structured information from Wiki-
data, such as the names of entities, their
properties, and their relationships, and
then uses this information to generate nat-
ural language text that conforms to a set
of templates designed for the domain of in-
terest. We evaluate our method by gen-
erating articles about scientists, and we
compare the resulting articles to machine-
translated articles. Our results show that
more than 70% of the generated articles us-
ing our method are better in terms of coher-
ence, structure, and readability. Our ap-
proach has the potential to significantly re-
duce the time and effort required to create
Wikipedia articles in Hindi and could be
extended to other languages and domains
as well.

1 Introduction
Being one of the largest collections of Human
Knowledge, Wikipedia is a widely-used,
multilingual online encyclopedia that relies
on volunteer contributors and an open col-
laboration model using a wiki-based editing
system. While research has shown success in
the multilingual aspect of Wikipedia, its local
language pages, particularly in Hindi, are lack-
ing. There are only 149,464 Hindi Wikipedia
pages, with an average length of fewer than
500 words, compared to 54,121,996 pages in
English Wikipedia.

The interlinking of language versions on
Wikipedia has undergone a significant over-
haul with the introduction of Wikidata, a
unified scheme that utilizes unique numbers
to identify entities and their properties. Wiki-
data is a collaboratively edited knowledge
base hosted by the Wikimedia Foundation,

offering a common source of open data under
a public domain license that can be used by
Wikimedia projects and others. The data
in Wikidata is stored in the form of specific
IDs that serve as the base for the platform.
Each entity has a unique entity ID, which
is a number prefixed by a letter. Items
are prefixed with Q (e.g., Albert Einstein
(Q937)), properties are prefixed by P (e.g., an
instance of (P31)), and lexemes are prefixed
by L (e.g., L1). This can be seen in [1]. The
platform also includes a query service called
WDQS1, which allows users to run queries on
Wikidata’s extensive database using an RDF
triple store for SPARQL2 queries against the
current data version.

A knowledge graph, also known as a se-
mantic network, is a visual representation of
connections among real-world entities, such
as objects, concepts, events, or situations.
The fundamental components of a knowledge
graph are nodes, edges, and labels. Nodes
represent any entity, whether it be a person,
place, or thing. Edges, on the other hand,
indicate the association between two nodes.
Knowledge graphs are essential tools for ef-
fective knowledge management, and Wikidata
is a prime example of a knowledge graph.
In Wikidata, scientists (in our case) are the
nodes, with information on the scientist as
another node and the property as the edge.

Generating coherent and discourse-related
sentence-length natural language text in
different languages is now possible due to im-
proved computing power and model capacity.
However, generating multiple sentences that
display coherence and relevance to a topic
remains a challenge, especially in Scientific
domains, with minimal research done in

1https://rb.gy/bv8of
2https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ae/Datamodel_in_Wikidata.svg
https://rb.gy/bv8of
https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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Indian languages like Hindi. Our approach
focuses on generating such human-like Hindi
Wikipedia pages in the Scientist domain
with a minimum length of 500 words. This
project aims to surpass existing projects like
LSJbot3 by generating longer documents that
encompass all relevant information.

This paper describes a model that gener-
ates template sentences using a dataset
specifically created from scratch. This dataset
incorporates data points from the Scientist
domain sourced from Wikidata. The template
sentences are manually crafted with key-value
placeholders filled using the dataset’s specific
data points. Following that, the sentences
undergo rearrangement based on a rule-based
system to generate an article. The paper also
introduces this dataset created in Hindi and
provides detailed insights into the nuances of
the template sentences model along with the
dataset construction process. This dataset
is comprehensive, containing Hindi key-value
pairs for 17,000 scientists who do not yet
have a Hindi Wikipedia page. We also believe
that our approach can be extended to other
domains provided relevant translations and
data are scraped for processing.

2 Related Work
Existing methods from Sauper and Barzilay
(2009) use the high-level structure of human-
authored texts to automatically induce a
domain-specific template for the topic struc-
ture of a new overview. While Song et al.
(2018), Ribeiro et al. (2019), and Guo et al.
(2019) focus on generating sentences, a more
challenging and interesting scenario emerges
when the goal is to generate multi-sentence
texts. Banerjee and Mitra (2016) introduces
WikiWrite, a system to author new articles on
Wikipedia automatically by obtaining vector
representations of the red-linked entities using
a paragraph vector model (Le and Mikolov,
2014) that computes continuous distributed
vector representations of varying-length texts.
The representations are then used to iden-
tify similar articles that currently exist on
Wikipedia. Rapp et al. (2012) used Wikipedia
articles in nine languages to identify word
translations through keywords and a word
alignment algorithm. Schamoni et al. (2014)
proposed to use links to retrieve Wikipedia
articles in English, similar to an article in

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lsjbot

German.

To the best of our knowledge, the research
conducted by Ribeiro et al. (2020) shows the
latest work that introduces a unified graph
attention network structure for investigating
graph-to-text models that combine global and
local graph encoders in order to improve text
generation. An extensive evaluation of their
models demonstrated that the global and
local contexts are empirically complementary,
and a combination can achieve state-of-the-
art results on two datasets. These models
substantially help in providing and enriching
Wikipedia Pages. Although these works carry
out some kind of matching across languages
and improve English Wikipedia, we could
not find references on creating Wikipedia
Pages for the Hindi Language. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to propose a
dataset and evaluate a method in this field.

3 Method
Our paper aims to make a Hindi Wikipedia
page citing all vital information important for
any domain-specific data point. We assumed
that relevant information on the particular
data point requested is available on the
Internet but scattered among several pages.

A specific domain (Scientists) is selected,
and a search for entities within that domain
is conducted in the desired language (Hindi)
using WDQS. This search yields a list of data
points related to scientists in the specified
domain, which can be downloaded in various
formats, such as JSON (in this case). To
make the data more easily readable, the
Python libraries JSON and QWikidata are
utilized. Upon decoding the data, each entity
consists of two main components: the child
and the child name. The child part contains
the Wikidata link associated with the entity,
while the child name corresponds to the name
of the entity as documented in Wikidata.
To extract the relevant details, the QID is
separated from the child and subjected to
further processing.

We have followed a four-tier process to
generate the article: Collecting Domain
Specific Key-Value pairs from Wikidata,
Preprocessing, Template Sentence Gen-
eration with Data Retrieval Techniques,
Features Addition & Final Wikipedia
Page Generation. Let us look into each of

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lsjbot
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these in detail.

3.1 Collecting Domain
Specific(Biological Sciences)
Key-Value Pairs from Wikidata

Before we understand how we collected
the domain-specific data, it’s important to
understand the intricacies of choosing the
domain. Initially, we chose monuments as
our domain due to the low number of Hindi
Wikipedia articles in this category, with only
284 Hindi Wikipedia Pages compared to
11,524 English Wikipedia Pages. However,
as we reviewed the available data points, we
discovered that the content was inconsistent,
lacking coherence and detail, and there were
too few data points to establish a reliable
template.

After conducting research on various do-
mains, such as animals, films, birds, and
trees, we ultimately selected the Scientific
Person domain. This domain was ideal
because it contained English Wikipedia
pages for prominent scientists, botanists,
zoologists, and other scientific personalities
but no corresponding Hindi Wikipedia pages.
Additionally, this domain had a wealth of
existing Hindi Wikipedia data compared to
the Monuments domain. Once we finalized
the domain, we used Wikidata’s query service
called WDQS to form a preliminary dataset.
Querying data using WDQS and its SPARQL
technology requires unique identification of
domain properties and items, making query
writing a task that requires careful attention
to syntax dependencies.

The query service provided us with a
JSON file containing data on nearly 30,000
Wikipedia pages, of which 13,000 already had
existing Hindi Wikipedia pages. An image
showing how an actual Wikidata page looks
can be seen in Figure 1 in the Appendix.
This allowed us to focus on creating Hindi
Wikipedia pages for the remaining 17,000
entities within the Scientific Person domain.

3.2 Preprocessing
To obtain the key-value pairs for each sci-
entist, we had to understand how data is
stored in Wikidata and find the correct
approach to retrieve it. We found that for
each scientist, the pairs were embedded so
deeply that it required 6-7 nested iterations
to obtain the values. An example can be

seen in Figure 2 in the Appendix. Although
this process was time-consuming, we success-
fully obtained all the pairs for the 17,000
scientists. We then used various libraries like
QWikidata to convert these key-value pairs
into a human-readable format. We created a
main dictionary for each scientist, with their
name as the key and their key-value pairs as
a nested dictionary. Some of these nested
dictionaries contained English key-value pairs,
which were translated manually and combined
with the pre-existing Hindi pairs.

To ensure greater accuracy in translation, a
Hindi Domain Expert was consulted to trans-
late the English Key-Value pairs, as relying
solely on Google/Bing Translate would have
resulted in an approximate accuracy of 85%
(Dhariya et al., 2017), leading to inconsistent
translations in the final dataset. Since these
English Key-Value pairs were intermingled
with the Hindi and English Pairs, a separate
dictionary was created to store the pairs
that required translation. Translations were
recorded in an Excel file with the correspond-
ing sentence context, allowing for accurate
contextual translation.

An interesting example where the sen-
tence context played an important role would
be. Given Word: ”leaves”. Now, this
word, if given no context, could be translated
as "प त्तयां" whereas if the context is given
saying ”He leaves for work”, the Hindi
translation for the same word comes out
to be completely different i.e. "िनकल जाता
ह"ै , and hence sentence context was used.
The task of back-propagating the translated
English Key-Value pairs from the Excel Sheet
to the original Hindi Key-Value pairs was
anticipated to be tedious and involved map-
ping and clear demarcations for each entity.
Despite incorporating these demarcations,
some errors were encountered while using
the pandas module. After extensive coding,
we were ultimately successful in placing the
translated English Key-Value pairs with the
existing Hindi Key-Value pairs in Wikidata
and were able to complete the dataset.

3.3 Template Sentence Generation
with Data Retrieval Techniques

Next, we focused on generating template sen-
tences, but first, we identified the crucial Key-
Value pairs for the Scientist Domain. Key
attributes such as Doctoral Advisor, Student,
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Doctoral Student, Awards Won, and Field of
Work were considered essential. To extract
these pairs, we utilized two highly effective
relevance algorithms: TF-IDF and frequency
filtering. We’ll examine these techniques in
depth, detailing each of their contributions
toward identifying the most significant Key-
Value pairs for each scientist.

3.3.1 TF-IDF
TF-IDF is a statistical approach that mea-
sures the relevance of a word to a document
in a collection of documents. It calculates
the score by multiplying two metrics: the
frequency of the word in a document and
the inverse document frequency of the word
across the entire document set. A higher
score indicates greater relevance of the word
in the document. As our data had binary
values (0 or 1) for the presence or absence of
a key-value pair for a scientist, we shifted our
focus to document frequency. To determine
the relevance of each key-value pair for a
given scientist, we calculated the frequency of
each key-value pair across all 17,000 scientists,
dividing each frequency by the total frequency
of all keys in the data. We then sorted these
values in decreasing order to identify the
key-value pairs with the highest frequency.
This approach allowed us to gain a better
understanding of the significance of each
key-value pair, given the low likelihood of two
scientists sharing the same number of keys.

To prioritize the importance of least oc-
curring keys, we reviewed approximately 200
Hindi Wikipedia pages of scientists and com-
piled a list of keys that were not frequently
mentioned across all pages but were crucial
for a complete scientist profile. Examples
of such keys include: "नामांिकत िकया गया"4 or
"छात्र"5 were important, and we decided to use
the IDF concept to include such keys as well.
To get rid of the other keys which did not
affect the quality of the page and also those
for which the frequency was extremely low,
we used Frequency Filtering, which we will
discuss next.

3.3.2 Frequency Filtering
Frequency filtering is a technique used to
eliminate stopwords, which are commonly
used words that do not provide much meaning
in a text. The objective is to avoid diluting

4Nominated for
5Student

the importance of less frequent but more
meaningful words. It is indirectly employed
by TF-IDF to determine the significance of a
word in a document.

We applied the concept of frequency fil-
tering to our data by examining the list
of relevant keys sorted by frequency using
TF-IDF. To utilize frequency filtering, we
established a threshold by analyzing 200
Hindi Wikipedia pages, similar to our earlier
approach. Following a comprehensive analy-
sis, we determined a limit for the number of
keys to include in our dataset. We set the
threshold for the maximum number of keys to
25, aligning with our primary goal of ensuring
that each scientist’s profile comprised at
least 500 words (provided there was sufficient
information available on Wikidata). Any keys
exceeding the limit were excluded from our
dataset.

Upon completion of the aforementioned
procedures, we successfully compiled a list
of the top 20-25 most relevant and essential
Key-Value pairs for each scientist. However,
for some scientists, due to limited information
available on Wikidata, only 10-15 pairs could
be extracted. Nevertheless, we ensured that
all available information on Wikidata for
such scientists was incorporated into their
Wikipedia page. We now proceed to the
Template Sentence Generation section.

3.3.3 Template Sentence Generation
With the top 20-25 most significant key-value
pairs in hand, we proceeded to generate
template sentences. This selection made the
process of constructing template sentences
more straightforward, as we only had to focus
on these keys to create the sentences. The
placeholders in these sentences would then be
substituted with the unique values of the keys
for each scientist. To generate the template
sentences, we adopted a unique approach,
starting with the most complicated sentences,
followed by less complicated ones, and so on.
The upcoming paragraph elaborates on this
method.

To ensure that the Wikipedia page was
as informative and linguistically sound as
possible, we opted to merge some of the
related keys and create a sentence out of
them. For instance, keys such as:
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{{व्यवसाय}}6, {{जन्म त थ}}7 and {{जन्म
स्थान}}8

when used separately would result in 3
different sentences like

1. वह एक प्र सद्ध {{व्यवसाय}} थे |,9

2. वह {{जन्म त थ}} को पदैा हुई थे |, 10 and

3. उनका जन्म {{जन्म स्थान}} देश में हुआ था |11

where {{व्यवसाय}}, {{जन्म त थ}} and {{जन्म
स्थान}} are placeholders for the respective
scientist key-value pairs, but if we employ
our technique, we will get one sentence that
is able to tell us the same information as
mentioned in the above sentences:

वह एक प्र सद्ध {{व्यवसाय}} थे जनका जन्म {{जन्म
त थ}} को {{जन्म स्थान}} देश में हुआ था | 12

Recognizing the advantages of utilizing
complex sentences, we embarked on identi-
fying pairs of keys that could be combined
to form coherent and meaningful sentences.
Through our analysis, we discovered several
pairs that aligned well together. Here are a
few examples:

1. {{नाग रकता}}13, {{Scientist}}, {{मातृसं-
स्था}}14, and {{शै क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}}15,

2. {{Scientist}}, {{कायर् स्थल}}16, {{िनयो-
क्ता}}17, and {{पद पर आसीन}}18

Based on the above keys, below are the sen-
tences using these keys:

1. {{नाग रकता}} में पदैा {हुए/हुई} {{Scientist}}
{{मातृसंस्था}} {के/क } पूवर् छात्र
{alivestatus/wgop} और आगे चलके उन्होंने
{{शै क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}} क डग्री भी प्राप्त क | 19

6Occupation
7Birth Date
8Birth Place
9He/She was a famous {Occupation}

10He/She was born on {Birth Date}
11He/She was born in {Birth Place}
12He/She was a famous {Occupation} who was born on

{Birth Date} in {Birth Place}
13citizenship
14Alma mater
15Academic Degree
16Work Place
17Employed
18Position of Employment
19{Scientist}, born in {citizenship}, was an alumnus of

{Alma Mater} and went on to receive a degree in {Academic
Degree}

2. {{Scientist}} का कायर्स्थल {{कायर् स्थल}}
{alivestatus}, और वह {{िनयोक्ता}} में एक
{{पद पर आसीन}} के रूप में भी कायर्रत
{alivestatus/wgop} | 20

An important thing to note here is that while
making the above template sentences, we had
to take care of various Hindi Syntactic Rules.
For example, just to compare, in English, the
translation for Sentence 1 would be ”Born
in {Place}, {Scientist} was an alumnus
of the {Alma-Mater} and went on to
earn a {Academic Degree}” where the
placeholders {Place}, {Scientist}, {Alma-
mater} and {Academic Degree} are the
English translations of the main four keys in
Sentence 1.

Here, we see an interesting difference; in
the case of the English Sentence, the gen-
der of the Scientist will not play any role
whatsoever in the formation of the sentence.
Be it a male or a female scientist; the sen-
tence remains the same. However, the same
sentence in Hindi changes drastically with
the gender as {थे/थी}(This is represented
by {alivestatus} in our case), {हुए/हुई} and
{के/क } placeholders also need to be added
and changed according to the gender of the
scientist. While it is important to consider
these nuances, for the purpose of this expla-
nation, we will temporarily set them aside
and address them in a later section. For now,
let us focus on the four major keys, namely:
{{नाग रकता}}, {{Scientist}}, {{मातृसंस्था}},
and {{शै क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}} which have been
embedded in Sentence 1 within double curly
brackets ({{}}).

These two sentences in a Hindi Wikipedia
page offer a deeper understanding of the
language’s complexity by conveying multiple
points of information. We used this approach
for all 20-25 keys and generated 11 coher-
ent sentences that combined multiple keys.
Additionally, we applied P&C concepts to
create sentences with fewer complexities but
multiple keys. Sentence 1 above contains
three keys, and using P&C concepts, we could
create three sentences by using any two of
the three keys. Therefore, we obtained the
following three sentences with every two out
of the three keys:({{नाग रकता}}, {{मातृसंस्था}},

20{Scientist}'s place of work was {Work Place} and
she was employed at {Employer} as a {Position of
Employment}
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and {{शै क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}}) :

1. वह {{नाग रकता}} के नाग रक
{alivestatus/wgop} और वह {{मातृसंस्था}}
{के/क } पूवर् छात्र भी {alivestatus/wgop} | 21

2. उन्होंने {{शै क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}} क डग्री भी प्राप्त
क {alivestatus/gen} और वह {{मातृसंस्था}}
{के/क } पूवर् छात्र भी {alivestatus/wgop} |22

3. वह {{नाग रकता}} {के/क } नाग रक
{alivestatus/wgop} और उन्होंने {{श-ै
क्षक दजार्/उपा ध}} क डग्री भी प्राप्त क
{alivestatus/gen} | 23

Since these sentences sounded naturally
coherent and were linguistically sound, they
were deemed suitable for use on the Hindi
Wikipedia page. To replicate this success, we
created multiple variations of the original 11
sentences. For example, If a sentence had
three keys originally, we made three sentences
with two out of those three keys, or if one of
the 11 sentences had five keys, we made ten
sentences (5C2 = 10 sentences), and so on.
After this process, we generated 80 template
sentences created through P&C of the original
11 sentences.

Upon reviewing the dataset, we realized
that certain scientists did not possess even
two out of the three keys. Consequently, if
we failed to create a sentence using the one
key they did have, we would lose valuable
information about those individuals. There-
fore, we concluded that in addition to the 11
triple-key and 80 double-key sentences we had
generated, we needed to develop additional
sentences that accounted for such scenarios.
To minimize the level of risk, we opted to
create single key sentences based on the 11
sentences we initially developed, resulting
in nearly 60 additional sentences. In total,
we ended up with 160 template sentences.
An image, for another example, showing the
three types of sentences created can be seen
in Figure 3 in the Appendix.

We now needed to consider the nuances
of gender we talked about previously before
creating the Wikipedia pages. We examined

21He/She was a citizen of {Citizenship} and he/she was
an alumnus of {Alma Mater}

22He/She obtained a degree in {Academic Degree} and
he/she was an alumnus of {Alma Mater}

23He/She was a citizen of {Citizenship} and he/she
obtained a degree in {Academic Degree}

the Wikidata pages and found the " लग" 24

key for each scientist, which we used to
determine whether a scientist was male or
female. Based on this, we created placeholders
for words that varied with gender, such as
'थे/थी' (represented by alivestatus in our case),
'हुए/हुई', and 'के/क ' . We then filled these
placeholders with the appropriate gender-
based choice for each scientist. The following
examples illustrate this process. For instance,
we took two scientists from our dataset,
Frank Malina and Rosina M. Bierbaum.
Frank Malina’s country of citizenship/place
is the USA; alma mater is Texas A&M
University, and academic degree is Doctor
of Philosophy, while Rosina M. Bierbaum’s
country of citizenship/place is the USA, alma
mater is Stony Brook University, and
academic degree is Doctor of Philosophy.
After filling in this information, we obtained
the following sentences:

1. USA में पदैा हुए "फ्रैं क मलीना" "टेक्सास A&M यू-
िनव सटी" के पूवर् छात्र थे और आगे चलके उन्होंने
"डॉक्टर ऑफ़ फलसफा" क डग्री भी प्राप्त क |,25

2. USA में पदैा हुई "रो सना म बरैभौम" "सटोनी ब्रूक
यूिनव सटी" क पूवर् छात्र थी और आगे चलके उन्होंने
"डॉक्टर ऑफ़ फलसफा" क डग्री भी प्राप्त क | 26

As one can notice, there are stark differences
in the way Hindi handles gender, with the
placeholders like 'हुई', 'हुए', 'के', 'क ' changing
according to if the Scientist is a male or fe-
male. We coded the same for all 17000 Scien-
tists and identified all the Gender information
for the same. Thus, finally, after all such nu-
ances were dealt with, we had 160 template
sentences in our hands, and we now moved on
and were ready for the Feature Addition and
Final Template Pages Generation Step.

3.4 Features Addition & Final
Wikipedia Page Generation

This section is divided into two parts: Feature
Addition, which covers the additional features
added to complete the template sentences, and
Final Wikipedia Page Generation, which ex-
plains the rule-based system used to determine

24gender
25Born in USA, "Frank Malina" was an alumnus of "Texas

A&M university" and later went on to obtain a degree in
"Doctor of Philosophy"

26Born in USA, "Rosini M Bierbaum" was an alumnus of
"Brook University" and later went on to obtain a degree in
"Doctor of Philosophy"
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the order of the template sentences and how
the page was ultimately created.
3.4.1 Feature Addition
We reviewed existing Hindi Wikipedia pages of
scientists and compared them to our template
sentences. We also searched Wikidata to find
additional information to make our pages more
informative. We discovered that certain keys,
such as ”Award Received” or ”Date of
Birth and Date of Death”, had values and
references that linked to other Wikidata pages
with valuable information. For instance, the
Wikidata page for Nobel Prize was linked to
the Wikidata page for the Award Received
key and provided details on why and for what
reason the award was given. Though access-
ing information through Wikidata’s complex
format was challenging, we persevered to ac-
cess these Wikidata pages.
We also decided to add the ”Alive Status” key
to our data, as the Hindi language encodes a
person’s living or deceased status, which af-
fects sentence endings like 'ह'ै, 'था', 'थे' or 'थी'.
Building on this information, we can also see
that if we talk about a person who is no longer
living, there are three types of the ending of
a sentence, namely 'था' or 'थे' or 'थी' which fur-
ther encodes gender and respect as well. For
Females, we take 'थी' . For Males, we use 'था'
. Even further, Hindi also has a respect hon-
orific it uses to give respect to either a reputed
personality or a great scientist. We use the
third type to display respect: 'थे.' To address
this, we added Date of Death and Birth in-
formation to our template sentences to detect
appropriate sentence endings for each scientist
automatically. Since we had already obtained
this information, we only needed to check if the
Date of Death key existed for each scientist. If
not, we assumed they were still alive. Using
this information, we added the final feature to
the template sentences, successfully complet-
ing the task.
3.4.2 Final Hindi Wikipedia Page

Generation
Before creating the final Hindi Wikipedia page
from our template sentences, we developed
a rule-based system to determine the order
and type of sentences to use. We used the
different kinds of sentences we created to help
us achieve this (Section 3.3.3).

We decided to start the Wikipedia page
with a complex, multi-key sentence to show-

case our natural language understanding. To
account for situations where a scientist did not
have all the keys required for the multi-key
sentence, we had two-pair and single-pair
sentences as backups. If the scientist did
not have the key at all, we excluded that
information from the sentences. This ensured
that all available information was used to
create sentences for the Wikipedia page.

To determine the order of the sentences,
we used a weighted metric that assigned
higher points to important keys such as
Award Received, Date of Birth and Death,
Doctoral Advisor, Student, and Academic
Degree. Keys like Spouses and Children
were given lower points. Additionally, the
natural flow of information was taken into
consideration, starting with introducing the
scientist’s profession, then providing their
Date of Birth and Death, followed by their
academic qualifications and awards. If the
scientist had received any awards or nomina-
tions, the reasons behind them were explained
next. Finally, their family and eventual death
were discussed, with rules in place to correlate
the two.

When this was mathematically ascertained,
we came up with an order of sentences that
we felt justified our observations and gave a
deeper natural understanding of the Hindi
Language. We also followed the system to
go for the double pair sentences and single
if needed. An interesting case describes our
process:

In the sentence order, we determined that the
first sentence for a scientist would include
Date of Birth, Place of Birth, and Occupation.
The second sentence would contain Academic
Degree, Country of Citizenship, and Alma
Mater. However, if the scientist doesn’t have
the Place of Birth key, we prioritize the
double pair sentence that combines Profession
and Country of Citizenship, writing it as the
first sentence instead. The second sentence
remains the same. Similarly, if the Date of
Birth key is also missing, we select the single
pair sentence that includes Occupation as
the starting sentence, followed by the second
most complex sentence. If none of these three
keys exist for the scientist, we choose the
second most complex sentence as the starting
sentence. This process continues until all 11
triple-pair sentences are utilized.
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Finally, we utilized these sentences to
generate the final automatic Hindi Wikipedia
page using a program. By inputting a scien-
tist’s name from our dataset, the program
would automatically create a file that filled in
all the relevant information for that scientist.
This page can be further enriched by the
Wikipedian community.

4 Results
We successfully generated Hindi Wikipedia
pages for scientists who did not have one,
despite having pages in other languages. The
sample template Hindi Wikipedia page is
publicly available at this link27. We compiled
all available information on each scientist and
incorporated it into their respective Hindi
Wikipedia pages.

We have also created a valuable resource
in the form of a dataset consisting of 17,000
entities. The dataset is divided into 1,700
files, each containing information on 10
scientists presented as key-value pairs under
their respective names. The dataset and
the corresponding code can be found at this
link. In the next section, we demonstrate
how we evaluated our work by comparing it
to existing machine translation outputs from
English to Hindi.

5 Human Evaluation
To evaluate our work, we enlisted 20 English-
Hindi bilinguals and provided them with 2
sets of 50 articles each of 50 scientists. One
set is machine-translated using Wikipedia’s
in-built translator, while the second set was
created using our template approach. Each
Scientist has been vetted by 3 different work-
ers. We then did a comparative analysis by
creating a survey that hinged on 4 key points
on a scale of 1-5. These points were based
on the word level, sentence level, discourse
level, and overall level of the articles, and the
results were tabulated. The following link
28 shows the questionnaire for the research
survey conducted.

Out of the 50 articles given, 40 articles
that were generated using our method re-

27For anonymity, we have uploaded the article using
an anonymous identity.

28It is ensured the linked document does not breach
the anonymity clause of the double-blind review pro-
cess

ceived more points on the scale compared to
the machine-translated articles. The following
link displays some of these Scientists, with
the last column displaying the better output
between Template Driven Output & Machine
Translation Output. Based on the question-
naire that details the intricacies on word,
sentence and overall context level, the scores
are compared and the results show that our
method has indeed produced better results in
terms of readability, coherence, and structure
of the articles.

6 Future Work
We recognize that there is a significant lack
of Wikipedia pages in other Indian languages,
such as Tamil, Telugu, and Gujarati, among
others. We believe that our methodology can
be extended to these languages if the appro-
priate data is available, pre-processed in ac-
cordance with our code requirements, and, if
necessary, the template sentences are written
or transliterated from Hindi to the target lan-
guage.

We also anticipate that a Table-To-Text ma-
chine learning model can be applied to the
dataset to generate articles in the required lan-
guage, which would speed up the process even
further. This would eliminate the need to cre-
ate template sentences as the model would au-
tomatically generate the article based on the
information in the dataset. However, these
generated articles would still require manual
vetting due to learning bias. In addition
to creating Wikipedia pages, we believe that
our dataset can be utilized for various linguis-
tic tasks, such as enhancing current machine
translation tasks and improving natural lan-
guage generation models since we provide pre-
processed data for 17,000 entities.
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A Appendix

Figure 1: This is how an actual Wikidata Page looks on the internet

Figure 2: A screenshot showing how Wikidata stores QID information of a Scientist and the level of
pre-processing required to attain the important information.
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Figure 3: A screenshot displaying the three different kinds of sentences created using P&C combinations
of the keys from the main sentence at the bottom.


